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Profile 49
One of Britmet Tileform largest specification projects last year was Berecroft estate. Britmet was successfully specified
due to the British profiles, the profile 49 was chosen by the architects due it matching a Marley Ludlow traditional tile
the architect originally requested. The architects were also looking to use the lightest tile system they could find due the
existing building structure failing under the weight of the old concrete tiles. Britmet Tileforms profile 49 roofing solved
this problem weighing only 7 kg/m2 against the traditional tile equivalent of 50 kg/m2 but still giving the specifier the
roof finish they wanted.
The rustic terracotta colour was chosen from our beautiful colour range in an 0.45mm gauge.
Also the need to limit the number of roof outlets had to be met, Britmet Tileform had to design and manufacture a
bespoke gutter system to cope with outlets being some 40m apart compared to the standard 15m apart. To match in
with the rainwater goods, Britmet also designed and manufactured the new soffit facias to suit.

The Project
Berecroft estate was originally built in the late 70 / 80 s to cope with the London overflow requirements. A
system built method of construction was chosen for its speed and costs.
The estate Comprises of 24 blocks of maisonettes and 86 bungalows requiring 18,000m2 of profile 49 which is
37000 no profile 49 tiles and 8000 no flashing accessories. Everything delivered on 6 architect lorry loads, and
when the client compared this with traditional materials, some 234,000 tiles would be required on 65no
deliveries.
Not only was Britmet more environmental friendly in its manufacturing process but also in its delivery
The great speed of fixing the profile 49 helped the roofing contractors not only meet but reduced the roofing
programme.

THE BENEFITS OF USING BRITMET TILEFORM LIGHTWEIGHT PROFILE 49 ROOFING
SYSTEM FOR ALL YOUR NON – TRADITIONAL HOUSING.
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Designed to give a traditional tile appearance
Lightweight
Minimum pitch 12°
Good vandal resistance (0.9mm steel base)
Easy to handle
Offers reduced structure
Quick installation
Less labour intensive
Cost effective
Maintenance free
Extensive range of accessories and flashings available
Fully dry-fixed
Guaranteed for 40-years against weather penetration
Full technical support available
British manufactured

Why not contact us today on 01295 250998 for free technical advice, quotations and how you can benefit
from a Britmet Tileform Lightweight Profile 49 Roofing System.

